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Villainous ModeEdit 920,760,000,000,000,000 10x Base Page 2 Sign In Register Directory: Saiyan→s characters → Villains → 3Z Villains → villains from the film This article is about Broly's original incarnation. For the new incarnation of the character from the main dimension, see Broly (DBS). For other uses, see Broly
(deambiguation). BroliThat Legendary Saiyan[1] Dragon Ball Heroes: Victory Mission Push Forward to the Battlefield! Dragon Ball Heroes Broly - The Legendary Super Saiyan 230 cm (7'7; Base shape)[2]274 cm (9'0; Legendary Super Saiyan)[2] Space Pirate (formerly; while under the control of Paragus) Paragus
ArmyDestruction KingsDark Empire[5] Bio-BrolyFuture BrolyBroly DarkBroly (DBS)Kale Broly (ののの, Burorī) is the main antagonist of the Broly Triple Threat trilogy. It appears to be the latest of the Legendary Super Saiyans to appear every thousand years. [6] Appearance Concept arts for Broly by Daizenshuu 6 Broly
is a light-skinned Saiyan with dark eyes and spiky black hair reaching her half-back with short fringes framing her forehead. As a child, he wore a black tunic of a strip with gray pants and brown boots, next to a rope belt and bracelets. As an adult, Broly is an imposing man with a slim but well-constructed frame. Her facial
expression, even before wearing the crown, had a melancholy dear to her. He is shirtless while wearing white pants with a red stripe strapped around his waist and fastened by a yellow belt with a blue jewelry center. He also wears similar yellow boots with a blue jewel on the top of the front. It is implied that the clothing
was made of a material similar to That of Battle Armor, regardless of the growing transformation he wore, his clothes always remained intact and grew in size with him. To better control Broly and his power as his mental instability continued to grow, Paragus placed a crown on Broly's forehead, along with bracelets and a
necklace with a flat plate over his chest, each of which are gilded with a blue jewel. Broly also wore golden bands over his biceps. After freeing himself from Paragas' control, Broly's crown, collar and armbands were After Broly's defeat against Goku, he obtained burn marks on his chest. Personality He was a true warrior,
born with strength and influence that would make most Saiyan parents proud. But there was something much darker about him. Violent, threatening, and over time began to scare me. I had no choice but to have a scientist create a device that controls his power. Paragus reminiscing about Broly's true nature. When first
seen, Broly is seen as a rather docile and harmless saiyan (not characteristic of most of the Saiyan breed). However, Broly has an unpredictable dual nature, as indicated in Paragus's flashback, when he wakes up briefly and calmly asks what Paragus is up to, only to end up getting into a scream attack upon realizing that
Paragus is about to put the crown of mind control on his head. Once shifting to his more aggressive state, Broly demonstrates his love for fighting and brutality as the typical Saiyan, but on a much more destructive level. This violent and manic side of him apparently stemmed so much from his extraordinary power that he
never learned to properly control, as well as the traumatic events of his birth, causing his frenzy to happen more often and last longer as he grew older and these eventually caused him to tear out his father's left eye. Largely because of his insanity, Broly was also known to get hysterical while causing destruction or
getting into a frenzy, as being especially evident in Paragus's flashback where Broly after destroying a city landscape as a child is seen laughing uncontrollably, even being physically restrained by Paragus. Broly also seems to have a real problem controlling his anger, which means he may end up destroying himself. In
an effort to control his erratic behavior, Paragus used a device to master Broly's temper. When free of the Paragus control device, Broly's saiyan nature becomes dominant. His beeforcombat and desire for death and destruction is adamant, as shown by his destruction of Planet Shamo. Paragus also implies that his place
by combat, death and destruction was on a scale far above even the typical Saiyan. Broly seems to recognize his malevolence; Piccolo calls him a freak, to which Broly replies that he really is a devil (the funimation voiceover for the film decreases slightly while at the same time getting the implications through having
Piccolo in the aforementioned scene accusing Broly of attacking children first in a disgusted tone, as well as Broly replying that he just does what is necessary to be done , before telling him that The Namekian should have expected this from a real aberration). It is suggestive that although Broly has been crazed with his
power given to birth and the various circumstances of his birth, Broly has some sanity such madness, for he also showed a high-grade intelligence while in his fury: he sees through the lies and plans of Paragus to have him die in the collision of the planet with comet Camori, as well as engaging briefly in in against
Gohan, Goku and Future Trunks within the ruined city and catch them successfully off guard, and also deducing just before their first defeat that Goku's increased power had been due to donations from his allies. A similar display of intellect was also demonstrated in the Victory Mission manga, where he, similarly to King
Piccolo, went on to devour two Dragon Balls in front of Beat and Froze, and then forces them to fight him, knowing full well that they cannot actually harm him. Paragus trying to contain his dangerous son too (in the dubbing funimation, at least), he has a very gloomy sense of humor: When Goku demanded a
disadvantage during the fight, Broly went on to ask sadically if disadvantage is another word for a coffin. He also had a more sarcastic sense of humor, at least in the dubbing of funimation, as evident before destroying Planet Shamo, where he commented that shamoan slaves decided to show bravery, despite being
healy scared at the time. He also seems to have some degree of respect for fighters who try to stop him even when the odds are against them, as evidenced by his remark to the Z Fighters in the Japanese version where he even claimed that they were very worthy of his Saiyan blood (in the DUBbing FUNimation, he
says otherwise: he instead calls them Saiyan Blood residues). Similarly, he seems to have some hatred of fighters who were all talk and no action, as evidenced by his remark to Vegeta shortly after he ended up quickly defeating them where he called it a real piece of garbage. Although largely without self-restraint, he,
however, was implicit in the Japanese version to hold on to hold on to the destruction of the New Vegeta Planet to allow Goku and the other Z Fighters a chance to fight with everything they had (although this was mainly because his Saiyan instincts required him to fight). Largely because of his true nature as the
Legendary Super Saiyan, he acted as one of the few people Vegeta was initially terrified of, with other competitors being Freeza and Beerus, to the extent that he was initially completely willing to fight and even desperately demanded that the other Z-Fighters cease their attacks on him due to being useless. Broly's most
striking feature is his intense hatred for Goku. While both were newborns, Goku's relentless cry greatly angered the next Broly, arousing the hatred that would grow subconsciously in his early life and awaken to see Goku again. It is implied that the reason behind his hatred for Goku is because he subconsciously
associated Goku's incessant crying with the horrible things he had to endure late, how to barely survive the execution and barely escape the destruction of Planet Vegeta, and so blamed Goku for these things. While under control of the mind, and later, when his insanity settled, he he shouts Goku's Saiyan name,
Kakarot, in an exclamatory way. Although he usually addresses Goku by his name Saiyan, he referred to him by his name on Earth twice, both times during his fight on the New Planet Vegeta (at least in the English dub). Despite his hatred for Goku, however, the Japanese version of Film 8 implies that he at least
respects Goku's determination to try to stop him, regardless of the low chances of doing so, due to calling him and the other Z-Fighters worthy of his Saiyan blood. Although not to the same extent as Goku, it is implied that Broly has a similar low opinion of Vegeta, as in the Japanese version when Vegeta recovers
enough of his bravado to try to attack Broly, the latter coldly states that he has no intention of letting Vegeta have an easy death against him. By the events of his second film, his defeat at the hands of Goku, as well as his serious injuries result in his total loss of his sanity. His speech is now limited to pronouncing Kakarot
(except for a rare exception) and he has a diminished sense of reality, as he confuses Goten with a Goku baby, although he has already found Goku as an adult seven years earlier, and has also confused Gohan with an adult Goku. Xenoverso 2 implies that another reason for him to confuse them with Goku was because
they carried a similar smell to him. The only aspect of his mind that seems intact is his sadistic desire for revenge against Goku. It is implied in Bio-Broly that his hatred for Goku is so great that it became rooted in him at the genetic level as his Bio-Broly clone apparently inherited his hatred and habit of saying Kakarot!,
indicating that he passed to his clone through some form of genetic memory. Interestingly, in a What-if setting in Supersonic Warriors 2, Broly loses his memory and becomes more subdued (in a way much like Goku) and is found by Mr. Satan, whom he befriends. Although he later regained his memory after meeting
Goku at the World Tournament, he and Mr. Satan were participating and transforming. His memory of Mr. Satan's friendship prevents him from killing Goku and destroying earth, and it is implied that he managed to learn to control his darkest impulses, allowing him to live a peaceful life on Earth in a manner similar to
Good Buu, indicating that Broly might have been different had it not been for his infernal life and the influence of his father. In addition, his personality in said that the scenario is similar to his super-dragon ball indicating that he probably would have become kind if he had not suffered from childhood trauma that drove him
to madness that the scenario unintentionally alludes to (as was created long before Broly's fourth film) via Broly suffering from amnesia that probably removed his traumatic memories allowing him to his sanity, though he subconsciously recognizes Goku by making him recover memories, however, thanks to the friendship
he forms with Mr. Satan he is able to maintain his sanity and keep his darkest impulses in check similar to Kale's friendship with Caulifla helped her learn to master his legendary super saiyan form during the Tournament of Power. Similarly, another plot involving Broly, where Broly and Paragus successfully eliminated
the Z-Fighters, had Broly conquerearth acting as a kind of defender of the planet against various threats to Earth, such as Cell and Majin Buu, and also has a (comparatively) better relationship with Paragus. In Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2, it is revealed that he committed the aromas of Kakarot and Vegeta in his memory. In
Xenoverse 2, he maintains his hatred for Goku and is obsessed with finding him. He treats the Warrior of the Future as a toy and a slave (presumably due to his father's influence as Paragus had an army of henchmen) stating how he will kill them and destroy the city. However, like all villain instructors, his destructive
tendencies are toyed, even planning to leave the city to destroy a planet elsewhere to blow up steam, which is one of the few times Broly has shown any semre of restraint, as he could have simply destroyed Conton City. In addition, he will respect the Saiyan Future Warrior if they complete their training even stating that
they may be worthy of his Saiyan blood, after all, just as he told the Z Fighters in the Japanese version of Broly - The Legendary Super Saiyan. Similarly, during the DLC plot for the Infinite Story saga, although it makes it clear that he is only participating in the mission to fix the rift in order to find Kakarot, he agreed to
accompany his student to do the mission. He gets confused when the Warrior of the Future asks how they plan to destroy the planet he planned to destroy and simply states that if someone attacks something enough it is certain to fall apart, showing that his thinking when it comes to fighting is simple and violently
simplistic. He also disagrees with Turles' claim that true Saiyan warriors have finesse, arguing quite accurately that Saiyans don't care about finesse, just battle, showing that he has a good view of his own inborn saiyan drives and impulses that, unlike Turles, he fully embraces. In the World Mission, an anomaly causes
Broly to become even crazier than normal to the point that he is unable to recognize Xeno Goku as Kakarot and sees goku beat's Saiyan-Earthhybrid descendant (Great Saiyaman 4) as his enemy referring to the boy as Kakarot. He ignores Xeno Goku as he repeatedly insists that he is Kakarot and attacks Great
Saiyaman 4 tirelessly with Ki Blasts which the boy repeatedly dodges, briefly attacking Xeno only once, before returning his focus to Great Saiyaman 4. When an enraged note attacks Broly with a Ki Blast while yelling at him that great big 4 is Beat and not Kakarot, he fires a single Ki Blast in his knockout, causing Great
Saiyaman 4 to mistakenly believe that she killed. This, however, causes the boy's Great Saiyaman Suit to turn off while Beat transforms into his super saiyan natural form. Still seeing Beat as Kakarot, Broly responds in kind, turning into his legendary Super Saiyan 3 form, telling him that he will be the massacre with him.
However, after ssj beat dealing with the Legendary Super Saiyan 3 a crushing defeat as punishment for hurting Note, Broly refuses to accept defeat and turns into his Super Saiyan 4 form that allows him to dominate SSJ Beat, forcing Xeno Goku &amp; Xeno Vegeta to resort to his Super Saiyan 4 forms to help ssj beat
in super saiyan 4 Broly defeat. After being defeated, the weakened SSJ4 Broly believes that defeating him is impossible, but is killed by the young Super Saiyan with a Ki Blast that retorts that is possible thanks to teamwork. Although Broly's disorder appears to be the result of the anomaly, it should be noted that Beat is
a descendant of Goku and Broly is known to target Goku's family (as Goten in Broly - Second Coming) and Xeno Goku is a different incarnation of Goku. Broly's Background biography as a child, bothered by Kakarot's constant agitation, the baby in a neighboring Broly crib was born at age 737, during the period of
intense turmoil between Freeza and the Saiyans. At birth, his most curious feature was his disorderly power level of 10,000. This anomaly meant that, at birth, Broly's power was already close to that of Bardock and King Vegeta at the time of their deaths. In Saiyan's delivery room, where he rests afterwards, Broly is
tormented by the constant crying of his neighbor, Kakarot. Kakarot's crying affected Broly's psychological mental state, causing him to hold a subconscious grudge against him. The two babies would not meet again for nearly three decades. King Vegeta feared the threat the boy posed to his empire, and so he gave the



order for the execution of the child. Broly's father, Paragus, begged the king to spare the child's life, attesting that his son could be an extremely valuable asset to King Vegeta and his son. King Vegeta was quick to point out that while this is true, the same is true that Broly could use his growing strength to overthrow the
Saiyan royal family. King Vegeta closes the argument by sentencing Paragus to death, shooting him with a wave of energy. Broly is then stabbed in the chest and left for dead with Paragus. Baby Broly saving his father When planet Vegeta is destroyed, Broly climbs up and uses his powers to protect himself and his
father. Ironically, the destruction of Planet Vegeta had been orchestrated by Freeza for exactly the same reason king Vegeta tried Broly earlier: Due to the fear of the Legendary Super Saiyan rising and He. Broly then stays with his father while Paragus plans revenge against King Vegeta and the royal family for the
sentence they passed. As Broly developed, it became clear to Paragus that King Vegeta was not unjustified in trying to kill him (though he may not have considered King Vegeta's point). Broly's behavior became more manic and erratic as he matured, due to his power and traumatic events during his childhood. [4] One
consequence of this was when Broly punched Paragus in the face and blinded him in the left eye. Paragus prepares to put a crown to control Broly on his forehead fearing for his own safety, but not yet willing to kill Broly, Paragus used a ring as a special control device to keep Broly under restraint. Paragus barely
managed to survive adorning Broly with the ring; Broly's calm disappeared as soon as he noticed the crown that Paragus tried to put on his forehead. After successfully doing so, Paragus launched a plan to use earth as a base of operations for universal domination and to take revenge on Vegeta, luring him to a doomed
planet to be destroyed by a giant comet. During this time, he also used Broly to destroy the remaining planets in the South Zone, being as the main cause of the disturbance in King Kai's universe; this caused him to contact Goku and inform him of the super saiyan threat. Dragon Ball Z Broly - The legendary main article
of Super Saiyan: Dragon Ball Z: Broly - The Legendary Super Saiyan Haha! No matter how much power you absorb from these, it won't be enough to kill me! — Broly to Goku when he absorbed the energy of the Z Fighters Broly meets Goku, his sworn enemy, for the first time in 30 years Broly appears to be a silent and
gentle Saiyan until his personality is later dissipated like a riddle caused by the suppression of his ring. He accompanies Vegeta to the planet Todokama, ironically in search of the Legendary Super Saiyan. When Goku appears in Paragus's palace after deforming with New Vegeta using instant transmission, Broly begins
to fill himself with anger at seeing Goku, before his father finally manages to calm him down. However, that night, Broly can't control himself and goes into a blind rage, attacking Goku in his suppressed super Saiyan form. Eventually, Broly manages to increase significantly, with Goku in doing so recognizing him as the
same energy trail he had been following, and then promptly accuses Broly of being responsible for attacking the Southern Galaxy (in the funimation voiceover, he instead only demands that Broly listen to a newcomer Paragus and calm down). The battle is pulled to an early end when Paragus arrives and is able to once
again use his control over Broly. This meeting leaves Goku by surprise and certain that Broly is Legendary Super Saiyan he's been tracking. Broly runs runs and Future Trunks When Vegeta tries to leave the planet with others and Paragus's plan is exposed, Broly begins to walk toward Goku and pronounce his name in
fury. His bandana is destroyed and he transforms into the Legendary Super Saiyan, free from Paragus' control. Vegeta is completely shaken by Broly's ki and Broly begins to fight Goku and the others. Enraged beyond control and rampant with insanity, and despite Broly's request that they fight with all their might if they
wanted to stop him, goku's super saiyan combined force, Gohan and Future Trunks are useless. Eventually, Piccolo makes an appearance on the battlefield, but he also provides little help against Broly's incredible power. Soon after, Vegeta dispels his fear and admiration for Broly, joining the fight, only to be quickly
overcome. Vegeta attacks Broly with an upside-down kick while the devastated Dragon Team is scattered over the rubble of a fallen city, Broly ties another loose end confronting Paragus, who is making an attempt to escape the doomed planet in a Saiyan Pod. Broly ignores his father's fabricated situation, crushing in his
arms the Saiyan Pod, and Paragus with him; he ponders that Paragus's plan for the comet to kill him would not work. Goku climbs one last time and asks his friends to channel all his energy into him, being Vegeta's energy the final conduit due to his beliefs that he should not help a lower-class Saiyan. Broly throws a
powerful punch to finish Goku, but with the addition of Vegeta's energy, Goku is able to catch Broly's punch. Goku then issues a powerful ki that causes Broly to retreat in fear. Realizing Goku's energy source, Broly laughs at the idea of Goku being able to kill him before calling quickly. The two Saiyans face off head-on,
while the planet begins to separate under them. Broly punches Goku who misses his mark, while Goku hits a powerful blow to Broly's abdomen. Broly's green ki explodes from the point of impact, and his skin seems to crack as the green light emits from his body. Broly then screams in amazement and explodes,
seemingly defeated. Broly - Second main article: Dragon Ball Z: Broly - Second Coming Not until you are dead at my feet... — Broly to Gohan after the latter prepared a Kamehameha Wave Broly, as a Super Saiyan in Broly - Second Coming True to Broly's previous forecast, it is revealed that Broly finally survived his
defeat at the hands of Goku and managed to make a frantic escape on a Space Pod as New Planet Vegeta is demolished by comet Camori. Over time, the capsule finally arrives on Earth, just after which Broly collapses through exhaustion and enters a kind of coma, where for seven years the elements expand around
him. Your landing on Earth also indirectly some problems in a nearby village. Eventually, it is awakened underneath below thick pool of ice by the incessant cries of a nearby Goten. Super Saiyan Broly confronts Goten and Trunks After escaping from this grave, Broly becomes stronger than before due to the near-death
experience. He resumes his revenge against his fellow Saiyans, particularly Goten, due to his resemblance to Goku, and later Gohan. However, Broly's sanity has been so heavily violated since meeting at New Planet Vegeta that he cannot differentiate Goten and Gohan from his now deceased father. Although Goten is
Broly's main target, Videl and Trunks are also victims of his brutal fury. Broly finds his end Gohan arrives at the scene and is surprised to meet with the Legendary Super Saiyan. Broly's uncoordinated attempts to get revenge were unsuccessful, and he is finally cast into the Sun by a Kamehameha family fired by Gohan,
Goten and goku's spirit, with his heart exploding shortly after shouting Kakarot's name one last time, seemingly ending the life of the mighty Saiyan once and for all. Bio-Broly Main Article: Dragon Ball Z: Bio-Broly After the Z Fighters leave Natade Village and Father Maloja is expelled, he discovers Broly's Attack Ball and
manages to obtain a sample of Broly's blood that he delivers to the wealthy industrialist Lord Jaguar, who provides Dr. Collie and his team of scientists, who they use to create Broly Bio-Broly's mutant clone. It is also revealed that the original Broly was sent to Hell after death and that eventually he was causing significant
enough problems in Hell that Grand Kai dispatched Goku and Pikkon to calm him down, although the film's entry into Daizenshuu 6 claimed it was actually Bio-Broly to which they were referring. Other stories from Dragon Ball Super Tenkaichi Budokai Main article: Dragon Ball Z: The Real 4-D in Super Tenkaichi Budokai
Broly God As the Super Tenkaichi Budokai is happening, Broly appears suddenly before Goku and Vegeta in their new Broly God transformation. Goku and Vegeta fight him, eventually turning into Super Saiyan Blue during the fight, Vegeta is forced to protect Bulma from one of Broly's attacks and is knocked out, with
Broly about to launch a powerful attack. Discovering that he cannot defeat Broly alone, Goku merges with the audience and defeats Broly with a single God Kamehameha. Shin Budokai Main article: Dragon Ball Z: Shin Budokai On the verge of death, just as the world perished, I climbed... So I owe you my life? Hahaha!
— Broly confronting Freeza in Dragon Ball Z: Shin Budokai In Shin Budokai, Broly is revived along with other villains. Upon meeting him for the first time, Gohan comments that Broly is extremely dangerous and must be decimated, after which a battle encloses. Gohan wears out soon, so tien Shinhan and Yamcha arrive.
and Yamcha distract Broly, so Gohan can continue his search. Later, Broly Broly the Gohan of the past, and ends with an undecided winner. Broly later feels Goku and will fight him, Broly fights Goku and Goku proves to be unable to defeat him, even as a Super Saiyan 2, so he escapes from him. Broly later encounters
Android 18, which is busy collecting the Dragon Balls. Broly notes that it's such a small gem. Broly and #18 battle, with #18 getting tired, she then flees, only for both to find Freeza. Freeza wonders who has the Dragon Balls, with #18 answering that Broly has them (while actually #18 them). Freeza is shocked that
another Saiyan survived, and Broly himself has fun for owes his life to Freeza. Broly and Freeza then fight each other, however, Broly goes after Android 18 again and attacks her, forcing her to hide from him, Freeza catches up and tricks Broly to fight Freeza again. Freeza wins the fight and kills Broly, so Freeza
continues to chase Android 18 for the Dragon Balls. Later in Hell, Broly encounters and confronts Goku and Vegeta, while Vegeta leaves to help face Buu and Janemba, Goku has one last battle with Broly and finally defeats him, disabling him and preventing him from pursuing them, although Goku uses almost all of his
energy in the fight and demands a Senzu Bean afterwards. Raging Blast Main Article: Dragon Ball: Raging Blast Super Saiyan 3 Broly art in Raging Blast 2 Broly gains huge power boost by extracting every drop of potential from his Saiyan blood, and returns as a legendary Super Saiyan 3, thirsty for revenge, at some
point after being defeated by Gohan's combined Kamehameha, Goten, and Goku according to Super Saiyan 3 Broly's biography in Dragon Ball: Raging Blast, which was also included in Dragon Ball: Raging Blast 2. Mission of Victory Main article: Dragon Ball Heroes: Victory Mission Super Saiyan 4 Broly arrives Thanks
to the time manipulative properties of Capsule Corp Broly's arcade machines appears as an antagonist under the command of Genome. Broly - in his Super Saiyan 4 state - hunts each of the Shadow Dragons in order to take their Dragon Balls. He finds Isis Shenron and defeats him using a relentless attack and takes
him away. He then arrives at basaku, kagyu, and nuova shenron, defeating Basaku and Kagyu, and destroying Nuova Shenron and taking his Four Star DragonBall. Broly then encounters the DragonBall Heroes and reveals that he has collected the Three Star and Four Star DragonBalls and eats them to keep them away
from the DragonBall Heroes. Super Saiyan 4 Broly then begins to fight with Super Class Froze and Super Class Beat, Froze tries to defeat Broly using his Spirits Excalibur, but the Legendary Super Saiyan is unharmed by the attack and grabs Froze, attacking him with his Bone Crusher bear hug technique. Beat if in a
Super Saiyan 3 and e Broly punches, although it does no harm, then Beat quick fires punches him, however, they still do nothing and Broly smashes him before preparing and throwing a Double Rubber Cannon at Beat and his allies. With the entire team defeated, Broly takes Froze's Two Star DragonBall and leaves. He
later appears at the Shadow Dragon's head, where it is revealed that he is working for Genome, he encounters Rage Shenron and fights him, even after Rage Shenron power using his Electric Slime Corps, Broly defeats him using an attack similar to Penetrate!, and then in Genome's order grabs him and smashes him to
the ground , destroying it. While Beat trains to face Broly, Genome locates dragon ball heroes and reveals that although he originally planned to spare them, he needs to kill them to win the One Star Dragon Ball. Kagyu, however, reveals that he also needs the Four Star DragonBall, as the one Broly had taken was a
farce, and Nuova Shenron was on his side. Beat and his team face the Great Monkey Broly Inside the White Room, Beat is being trained in preparation to face Super Saiyan 4 Broly, in this training he faces the Great Monkey Broly alongside his team and is defeated. Eventually, he realizes he's losing because he's not
coordinating well enough with his team. The group then attacks Broly together and are successful in defeating him. Xenoverse Main Article: Dragon Ball Xenoverse Legendary Super Saiyan Saga Broly about to be sent back to battle in Namek The Future Warrior arrives at Age 774 to find the Legendary Super Saiyan
Broly confronting Goten, Trunks and Videl. Broly screams Kakarot! and turns into Black Broth due to Demigra's Black Magic. Soon Gohan arrives to help fight Broly. They manage to defeat him, but he disappears. Broly is transported to age 762, to part of the dying planet Namek (an area far from where Freeza and Goku
are having their climate battle), where he meets Bardock, who was sent to that time by Mira in order to save him from Freeza. The Warrior of the Future arrives and he and Bardock fight Broly. Broly looks to Bardock on the dying planet Namek As they fight, the desire to move everyone from Namek to Earth (in addition to
Goku and Freeza, who are fighting elsewhere on the planet) is completed and they are transported to a deserted area on Earth. Broly takes down Bardock and fights the Warrior of the Future, however, Bardock returns as a Great Monkey to help. Vegeta also arrives, having just been transported from Namek himself and
watches the battle in amazement. After a short time, Vegeta decides to join the battle against Broly. The combined power of the three warriors is sufficient to overcome the Legendary Super Saiyan, as Broly is defeated and killed. 2 Main article: Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 Decisive Battle with Majin Buu Broly is recruited
alongside Super Super for timebreakers controlled through Towa's new supervillain spell. Broly delighted with the supervillain power-up heads of state for the battle between Majin Vegeta and Goku to interfere, but is knocked down by the Warrior of the Future allowing Majin Vegeta to knock out Goku and die fighting
majin Buu as he should. However, Broly survives and becomes stronger through Saiyan Power, taking on his Supervillain transformation in order to interfere in the battle between Ultimate Gohan and Super Buu, however, he and Super Buu are both defeated by Gohan and the Warrior of the Future who takes Broly down
to ensure he doesn't return a third time. Warrior saga of Hope However, unfortunately, this is not the last time they face the empowered Supervillain Broly. As part of super pack 4 DLC, Broly appears during the Warrior of Hope Saga, where he appears at age 796 from the Dragon Ball Super Futures timeline after Goku
Black misused the Time Ring in conjunction with his sitdown creates a Rift in Time that connects multiple time lines and times together. He is joined by other villains from Time Breaker, Super Janemba, Metal Cooler and Lord Slug. Broly tries to kill his enemy Kakarot during his confrontation with Black, who leaves Goku,
Vegeta and the Warrior of the Future to deal with his deadly opponents as he plans to merge with Zamasu of the Future. Although his supervillain power-up (as his supervillain transformation is no use), he is no match for Super Saiyan Blue Goku's combined bout, SSGSS Vegeta, and the Warrior of the Future, although
they are outnumbered by villains 4-3. He is implied to have been killed and since he died in the future timeline his soul was presumably erased by future Zeno, although his death probably disappeared when Chronoa put the scrolls together after it was successfully corrected. Infinite Story Saga As part of the Extra Pack 2
DLC, Broly can be recruited as a partner to join Future Warrior if he is your current instructor. After the Warrior of the Future inadvertently enters a timeline where Demigra is Supreme Time Kai and time patrol leader who is somehow absorbed by a mysterious swordsman, they are informed of a new crisis involving four
Rifts in Time that have been brainwashed The Time Rangers sent to investigate them and are beginning to affect the residents of Conton City. While Trunks: Xeno and his partner keep those affected contained, the Warrior of the Future is tasked with investigating how Chronoa and Elder Kai think they should not be
affected due to their experience. Trunks: Xeno, however, questions sending them alone as the cracks are probably not natural. Chronoa reveals that he had already thought about it and has already concluded that someone from another of time will not be effected before revealing that she had convinced her instructor
Broly to help them. As Broly enters the Nest of Time the ground trembles from his Chronoa explains that he chose his instructor so that there were no problems and notes that the cracks are separated from the official story, amitondo Trunks: Xeno's fears can alter the story. Carefree, Broly insists that the Warrior follow
him, infernally committed to finding Goku. They finally discover that Dabura was rescued from death by Towa during his invasion of the Time Nest shortly before his own death at Age ???. As a result, they are forced to confront Dabura, who plans to seek revenge with the help of his enigmatic artificially raised nephew Fu,
the genetic offspring of Towa and Mira. Dragon Ball Fusions Main Article: Dragon Ball Fusions Hee hee, the legendary Super Saiyan... What incredible energy! Energy I'm going to harvest for Mira! — Towa plans to reap Broly's energy after closing calls with fighters inside the Rift of Space-Time while searching for the
DragonBall. Emperor Pilaf manages to collect all seven, but accidentally makes a wish to summon someone strong to scare away the fighters from the tournament who were beleaguered that resulted in the Legendary Super Saiyan Broly being summoned to the 4F Timespace Rift Area, however, Broly got out of control
looking for kakarot and so the Pilaf Gang was forced to flee. Broly soon saw Tekka's team and noticed the young self of his enemy Kid Goku that Broly immediately identifies himself as Kakarot, while Kid Trunks and Goten recognize Broly and explain to Pan, Tekka and Kid Goku who he is. As they flee Broly they
encounter Pinich who comes to Tekka's defense when he sees his rival &amp; friend being beaten by Broly. However, Pinich is no match for the Legendary Super Saiyan and he easily defeats Pinich who is sent flying. After finding Pinich unconscious, Tekka leaves him in the care of Wanta and Paprika, who came across
Pinich after he was knocked out. Tekka's Team decides to open several time holes to summon someone who can help them defeat Broly. This results in Towa and Mira being summoned to the Rift of Space Time. Unaware of its evil nature, Tekka's team enasks for the duo's help to stop Broly, who Towa surprisingly
agrees. However, when Towa meets Broly, she reveals her true nature to Tekka's Team, then turns Broly into a Great Monkey so that he will fight Tekka's team - thus allowing her to reap her energy to Mira, who she reveals to be king of the Demon Kingdom. He's defeated, but he gets up. However, soon after, he is
blown up by Beerus, causing Towa and Mira to flee. Tekka's team finds the adult Goku in Area 4F and he asks them how their training is going. Super Saiyan 3 Broly appears and they fight and defeat him, returning him to normal. Towa of Approaches behind them and takes control of Goku and Broly's bodies using their
magic. Towa uses his magic to force Goku and Broly to EX-Fusion, which results in karoly's creation, which she plans to use to collect energy to power Mira. However, Goku is able to gain control over Kalory and goes against Towa, Karoly desarmes Towa and then leaves. Goku later reveals that he allowed Towa to
control him so that he could merge with Broly, which would not have happened otherwise due to Broly's intense hatred of Goku. The legendary Super Saiyan Broly can be recruited by KOing him with a Zenkai Attack. He can be found as an enemy as part of an S-Rank rift created by opening holes twice using Burst Ki in
Area 4F (after defeating Great Ape Broly). The legendary Super Saiyan 3 Broly can also be recruited by KOing him with a Zenkai Attack when he is found as an enemy as part of an S-Rank rift created by opening holes twice using Burst Ki in Area 4F or Area 7F. In addition to Karoly, Broly can perform EX-Fusion with
Goku Black to create Karoly Black. World Mission Main Article: Super Dragon Ball Heroes: World Mission 2 Star Mission Normal Mission - Super Saiyan Awakened! In History Mode, Chapter 3, Sub Chapter 4, after Great Saiyaman 4 Beat, Super Saiyan 3 Goku, and the Dragon Ball Heroes defeat Janemba in Hero Town
with the help of Super Saiyan Xeno Vegeks, SSJ3 Xeno Goku feels a huge ki signature that he recognizes as Legendary Super Saiya Broly who appears shouting Kakarot as usual, although he attacks Great Saiya Blast 4 with a Ki Blast instead of aiming Xeno Goku. Super Saiyan 3 Xeno Goku tells Broly to stop
referring to himself by his birth name to make Broly stop attacking Great Saiyaman 4, but Broly after firing a single ki blast in the direction of Xeno Goku continues to focus his attacks on Great Saiyaman 4 who dodges while wondering why Broly is focused on attacking him xeno instead of Goku. Xeno Vegeks tries to
intervene, but disarms due to Xeno Trunks still having fully recovered, although SSJ3 Vegeta simply notes how lucky he is how lucky he is how he hates fusion. Broly attacks Great Saiyaman 4 with another ki blast that he dodges again, causing an angry Note to attack Broly with a ki blast of his own while yelling at him
that Great Saiyaman 3 is Beat and not Kakarot having realized that the Legendary Super Saiyan believes the boy to be Kakarot. However, her attack only annoys Broly, who fires a ki blast at her by knocking her out cold. Seeing Wounded Note infuriates Grand Saiyaman 4 who suddenly begins to go through his own
Super Saiya transformation without the use of his Hero Avatar, who disables his large Saiyaman 4 suit. Xeno Goku is shocked to see him reach form while Xeno Trunks wonders how it is possible, although Xeno Vegeta reveals that it confirms his suspicions that Beat has Saiyan heritage. Overwhelming beat Super
Saiyan 3 Broly using his natural form Super Saiyan in World Mission SSJ Beat enraged by what Broly did with Note says he won't let Broly escape alive alive Broly to turn into his legendary super saiyan form 3 and calling the boy Kakarot once again he says it will be the massacre with him. Xeno Goku realizes that his
words are not reaching him, although SSJ Beat tells LSSJ3 Broly to do his worst, as he will send it directly to a crater. SSJ Beat manages to dominate LSSJ3 Broly to the point where he confidently insults Broly about how he will continue punishing him. 4-Star Boss Mission - The Stuff of Legends Xeno Trunks is
impressed by how much power That Super Saiyan Beat is packing while Xeno Vegeta asks Xeno Goku if he notices anything about Beat, although Xeno Goku only notices how powerful Beat is. However, Broly refuses to back down claiming that no one can overcome him, before turning into his Super Saiyan 4 form.
Super Saiyan 4 Broly proves to be too much for ssj beat to handle on its own so Xeno Vegeta and Xeno Goku have opted to go Super Saiyan 4 also after xeno vegeta rejects merging into Xeno Gogeta. SSJ4 Xeno Goku orders the entire dragon ball heroes team to attack SSJ4 Broly. Along with his teammates, SSJ Beat
is able to dominate SSJ4 Broly screams that it is impossible, only for SSJ Beat to finish it with a Ki Blast before saying it is possible thanks to dragon ball heroes teamwork. Supersonic Warriors Scenarios 2 Main Article: Dragon Ball Z: Supersonic Warriors 2 Broly has three scenarios in Supersonic Warriors 2. In the first
scenario, Paragus arrives on Earth early and tricks Vegeta into reaching the New Planet Vegeta alone, Broly then defeats Vegeta. However, during the time when Broly and Paragus were not on the New Planet Vegeta, Freeza and his empire took over the planet and Freeza placed his Saiyan servants there before going
to Earth, only to be killed by Future Trunks, so Cooler began using the New Planet Vegeta as his base. After Broly kills Vegeta they discover Cooler and his soldiers on the planet, Broly fights and kills Cooler and his armored squad and destroys the New Planet Vegeta. Paragus and Broly then began to build an empire,
however, since all the Saiyans are dead Cell was able to easily achieve his perfect form on Earth, Broly feels Cell and his anger causes Paragus to decide to take him so he could deal with the Bio-Androids. Broly defeats Cell and destroys him, however, unbeknownst to the two Babidi was drawing energy from the battle
and transferring her to Majin Buu in order to wake him. Buu wakes up and fights Broly, however, he is also defeated and Broly kills buu and Babidi. In the second scenario, Broly fights all Z Fighters and defeats them, however they escape to Earth and New Planet Vegeta is hit by the comet, Broly escapes in his space
capsule and arrives on Earth several years later, landing at a location where Goten Trunks are playing, Broly thinks Goten is Goku and attacks, so the two merge into Gotenks, just to be They flee to get help from Gohan, who is teaching Videl to fly, Broly fights and defeats Gohan, but then Goku's spirit appears and he
and his sons fire Kamehamehas in Broly, he brushes them, but is hit by lava and submerged under it. The Z Fighters think he's been defeated, but in reality, he survives and vows revenge. In the third scenario, Broly escapes the New Planet Vegeta when it is about to be destroyed and years later lands on Earth (after the
defeat of Kid Buu), crashing into an area near satan's city, he hits his head hard and loses his memories beyond his own name. Mr. Satan finds him and helps him, Android 18 soon arrives and tries to get Mr. Satan to pay the cash prize of the World Martial Arts Tournament she had played for him, Broly is angry that she
is threatening Mr. Satan and defeat. Satan then realizes Broly's power, takes Broly as his disciple, organizes a doubles tournament, and enters with Broly. The two enter and face krillin, Tien and Yamcha in the first round, with Kuririn recognizing Broly but not remembering who he is. Broly defeats all three and he and Mr.
Satan will face Goku, Vegeta and Gohan, the three recognize Broly and Broly regains his memories, propelling himself to the Legendary Super Saiyan and fighting the three, he defeats them, but before he goes into turmoil Mr. Satan manages to calm him down. Broly then lives peacefully on Earth with Mr. Satan and the
Z Fighters, but is still excited whenever Goku is around. Burst Limit Main Article: Dragon Ball Z: Burst Limit Broly has its own saga in the game. It largely features some dialogue on Broly's part, as well as the rest of the cast, from the original film. In the saga, Kuririn stumbles upon Broly while the latter is furious about
Goku (with Kuririn's reaction indicating that this had not been his first encounter with the maniac Saiyan), and was horrified that he was present. Unfortunately for Kuririn, Broly felt him close by and considered him an insect, forcing Kuririn to fight him before being defeated. While Broly shouts Goku's saiyan name and
energizes himself, Kuririn began to lose consciousness, though not before weakly apologizing to Goku for being unable to stop Broly, as he was too powerful. He then found Gohan, who Broly recognized as Goku's son, and went on to use a Heavy Finisher on him, with the blow being powerful enough to send him flying
despite being Super Saiyan 2, with him denouncing Broly as a monster. Broly then scolds him about how he should simply fall and die, as it would lessen the pain, before continuing to tell him that he should be proud of his Saiyan heritage before fighting him. After finally beating Gohan, Broly, while demented laughing,
announces that the massacre with Gohan. Presumably, shortly after that, he then notices Piccolo Piccolo and deduced that another insect had come to die. Piccolo, unadot by the threat, simply claims that Broly decided to show off. Broly then deduces that Piccolo thinks he is a monster, before correcting him by stating
that he was, in fact, the devil himself before laughing hideously. After defeating Piccolo, he then dismissed his previous opponents as insects before making it clear that he is feeding that he is waiting for Goku's arrival. He then found Future Trunks, and demanded that he fight him to the fullest, otherwise he would destroy
the Earth. Trunks then mentioned that Broly will destroy the entire universe if he is not paraded. Ultimately, Future Trunks could not defeat the Legendary Super Saiyan, being left reeling. Broly, deducing that Trunks can no longer fight, demands that he get out of his sight before blowing it up. Vegeta then arrived and
demanded to know what Broly was doing while denouncing him as an aberration, while pointing out that he intended to defeat Goku. He then managed to hold his own for Broly, causing him to ask the Legendary Super Saiyan if he was too strong for Broly. Broly in response makes it clear that he does not intend to let
Vegeta kill him easily, with Vegeta then stating that Broly will now face Prince Saiyan in battle. However, Vegeta ended up defeated by the legendary Super Saiyan, with Broly stating that it is over and that in the end, Vegeta is still useless before feeding. Eventually, Goku arrived, with Broly shouting Goku's saiyan name,
causing Goku to correct him about what his name was on Earth. Broly then informs Goku that he intends to tear up the latter. Goku then realizes that Broly simply cannot live, and makes it clear that he will not lose to the Legendary Super Saiyan. Broly then screams that he will kill Goku, with the planet acting like his
grave. After a long battle, Goku then attacks Broly, only for the latter to walk away and avoid his quick attack, leaving Goku confused about where Broly went. Broly then calls goku's name. Goku then turns well in time to be hit by a Heavy Finisher and then begins to knock him down, before using a barrage of blows that
eventually hits Goku on his back. Broly then declares that he is unstoppable, before stating that his ki is rising and overflowing before calling. He then decides that the only thing left to do before moving on to destroy the universe is to destroy the planet before laughing aninsively. Unexpectedly, however, Goku comes
back up and up to Super Saiyan 2, with Broly initially being shocked before finally preparing to fight Goku. Raging Blast Main Article: Dragon Ball: Raging Blast Broly managed to survive his encounter with Goku and landed on Earth. Dr. Gero somehow managed to locate him and, in brainwashed him to serve him, feeling
that his hatred for Goku is the key to his own plans for revenge against him. He. then Goku fights Broly, only for him to inevitably backfire due to his hatred breaking Gero's control over him, similar to Broly's father before him. Power Films Broly overloads Goku Before Broly is revealed as the Legendary Super Saiyan,
and largely because of Paragus restricting Broly's power to his base form through his crown, Paragus states that Broly's power level is weaker than his own, with Future Trunks confirming this earlier, citing the latter as being a toothpick in comparison. However, his base form may have been weaker than Paragus, at least
by the time he was first adorned with the crown, due to the latter proceeding to secure it long enough to put it on and struggling to take down Paragus during his scream attack. Broly's ki in its super saiyan form was strong enough to be badly felt from King Kai's planet while it was wreaking havoc in the Southern Galaxy.
Moreover, even when in its restrained state super saiyan A-type A, it is strongly implied that it was powerful enough to obliterate the Southern Galaxy alone, leaving only a few planets and stars. While he was in his legendary super saiyan form, ki broly is potent enough to be felt all the way from Kami's Lookout on The
Earth of the New Planet Vegeta. While in his form of Super Saiyan A heavily contained, he is able to make the Goku base fight a little, although he is restrained by paragus's bandana. When he reaches all the power of his Super Saiyan A-type, he is able to take numerous attacks from Super Saiyan Second Vegeta Series
without flinching. When in Legendary Super Saiyan form, he is stronger than Goku and Gohan in his Super Saiyan forms, Future Trunks and Vegeta in his super saiyan second series forms and the Super Namekian Piccolo; he easily beats all five out there. Even when Piccolo and Goku both dambro with punches and
kicks, Broly takes no damage, and if anything effortlessly dodged his combined front, and wipes them aside. Perhaps most tellingly, he purposely caught a Super Kamehameha at close range from Super Saiyan Goku, and not only got out completely unscathed, but laughed at the attack, even continuing to sarcastically
ask Goku what the attack was supposed to be. Being able to receive Super Saiyan Goku attacks without any damage means that Broly was at least twice as strong as Goku. [3] Her physical strength in this form was also enough to effortlessly crush Paragus's attacking ball, which was heavily armored and then threw it off
the planet. However, the channeling of ki from the exhausted base form Gohan, Vegeta, Future Trunks and Piccolo in Goku proves superior to Broly in his legendary Super Saiyan form. When Goku is significantly by ki, Broly also expresses some shock and fear at the unexpected increase in energy, although this was
short-lived, even confidently declaring that, that, of how much power was given by the other Z-Fighters to Goku, it would not be enough to kill him. It is declared by Vegeta that he is the most powerful Saiyan in history. Although unconfirmed, it is possibly implied that his legendary super saiyan form may have been
stronger than Gohan's Super Saiyan 2 form at the time, as Goku urged Gohan to flee when Broly threatened him, despite already being aware of his Super Saiyan 2 form. In addition, Broly also showed exceptional endurance, being able to survive serious injuries that would normally have killed other individuals. These
included being stabbed in the heart during the time of his childhood and being soshot in the abdomen by an empowered Goku and then forging at the end of his fight. Due to his Saiyan Power, he inevitably became much stronger during these times. After gaining more Saiyan Power in his second film appearance, Gohan
claims that Super Saiyan type C Broly is as much a challenge as before, suggesting that his super Saiyan-type C state in the film was of power comparable to his legendary Super Saiyan state from his previous appearance. In this form, he is able to easily overload Videl as well as Goten and Trunks in his Super Saiyan
forms before continuing to fight on par with the Gohan base. On a related note, it was also implied that Broly managed to overcome the problem of venting with his legendary super saiyan form, as he did not vent at all during his fight with Gohan at the end of the film. In his legendary Super Saiyan form, he is able to
defeat Super Saiyan 2 Gohan without any difficulty. However, with the trunks barrier helping to block Broly's connection to his Giant Meteor, all the power of the Kamehameha family used by Super Saiyan 2 Goku, Super Saiyan 2 Gohan, and Super Saiyan Goten was powerful enough to push Broly to the core of the sun.
OVAs and cinematic attractions In Plan to Eradicate the Saiyans, Goku states that Hatchiyack may be even stronger than the legendary Super Saiyan Broly (from Broly - The Legendary Super Saiyan). In Dragon Ball Z: Super Tenkaichi Budokai, Broly in his broly god form is shown to be strong enough to fight both Super
Saiyan Blue Goku and Vegeta base at the same time. A full bout of Broly knocks out Super Saiyan Blue Vegeta when he is forced to take all the weight of it as he defends Bulma, however, Broly God is no match for God Fusion Goku and is quickly dispatched with a Kamehameha God, although he temporarily holds his
own against the various physical blows mergers. Mission victory in Dragon Ball Heroes: Victory Mission, Super Saiyan 4 Broly is shown to be strong enough to easily defeat Eis Shenron, Nuova Shenron, and Rage Shenron (Electric Slime Body Build) with just a few blows, and is unharmed after his struggles with them.
Statements by authors and guides IS IS IS in Daizenshuu 6 which after his resuscitation and resulting Saiyan Power, Super Saiyan Broly's power surpasses that of Super Saiyan Goku[6] It is further stated that the Legendary Super Saiyan Broly is an enemy with bottomless power. [6] It is stated on the toei website for the
dragon ball films that Janemba was the strongest of the film's thirteen original villains, with Hirudegarn being the second strongest of them,[7][8] making Broly weaker than these two villains. According to Takao Koyama, the writer of dragon ball z's first thirteen films stated that – even including the TV anime – no one
exists in the world that is stronger than Broly, and that there is absolutely no way Goku could knock Broly out of the unorthodox methods he used in the films. Takao Koyama later went on to state that Broly is the most powerful of the film's antagonists that preceded him. However, Koyama went on to state that Broly was
a pushover compared to Beerus. [10] If Broly in Film 8 was stronger than Bojack was left ambiguous due to the latter never actually fighting Goku. After being reduced to its form of Syrup Bio-Broly is also weaker than Broly. It also combines with being stronger than the previous villain (Android 13 in this case). Broly ' s
English teaser trailer Second Coming also refers to him as the strongest being in the universe. [11] Video games in Super Butoden 2, Broly manages to easily kill Bojack since the Z Fighters failed to beat him earlier, suggesting that he was much stronger than the last. In the alternate stories of Supersonic Warriors 2,
Broly proved not only strong enough to eliminate the Z-Fighters, but also Cooler, Perfect Cell, and even Majin Buu; In addition, in the second alternate storyline, he was also powerful enough to defeat Gotenks with minimal effort. He was also able to survive getting stuck in the lava, as evidenced by the end of the last plot.
Broly's profile in Dragon Ball Z: Budokai Tenkaichi refers to legendary Super Saiyan Broly as the biggest and most powerful opponent of the villains in that game, which includes Strongest Form 2 Baby Vegeta, Super Buu (Absorbed Gohan), and Super 17. In a segment from E-up for Dragon Ball Z: Budokai Tenkaichi 3,
Broly proved stronger than most Z Fighters, although Max Power Master Roshi was shown to beat Broly in his legendary Super Saiyan form. Super Saiyan Broly's legendary power level listed at 1,400,000,000 in V-Jump In its story mode during Dragon Ball Z: Burst Limit, Broly proved powerful enough in his legendary
Super Saiyan form to defeat and presumably kill Super Saiyan 2 Teen Gohan (who had beaten Super Perfect Cell by that point), although he was shown a little shocked when Goku became a Super Saiyan 2 at the end of his chapter (however the ends before the fight could begin). In addition, he also briefly shown
fighting evenly with Super Saiyan Second Series Vegeta, although he nevertheless managed to defeat him. When found as a secret boss at the time of the Vegeta Saga in Dragon Ball Z: Attack of the Saiyans, the legendary power level of Super Saiyan Broly is 999,999, the highest possible in the game. His official level
of power as a Legendary Super Saiyan in Movie 8 is about 1,400,000,000 according to a 2004 V-Jump announcing his appearance in Dragon Ball Z: Budokai 3, as well as in the video game Dragon Ball Z: Scouter Battle Taikan Kamehameha - Ora to Omee to Scouter. In Dragon Ball: Raging Blast and Dragon Ball:
Raging Blast 2, it is stated in the profile of Super Saiyan 3 Broly that he actually survived being released into the sun and the zenkai obtained from this event allowed him to take on a legendary super saiyan 3 form. He was, however, still defeated when he attacked the Earth once again. Promotional material for a boss
mission in Dragon Ball Heroes references Super Saiyan 3 Broly as being stronger than Full Power Frieza, Hatchiyack, Super Perfect Cell and Super Buu (Gohan absorbed). In the revealing trailer for his Super Saiyan 4 form in Dragon Ball Heroes, Broly is able to defeat Super Saiyan 4 Goku (GT), Super Saiyan 4 Vegeta
(GT), Super Saiyan 3 Gotenks (GT), Mr. Satan, Piccolo, and all Super Class avatars without taking any injuries. In the animated trailer for JM7, Broly easily fights on par with Super Saiyan 4 Goku, Super Saiyan 4 Vegeta, Super Saiyan 3 Beat, Super Saiyan 3 Note, and Super Pikkon, with the heroes fighting in their fight
against him. Promotional material also states that his Super Saiyan 4 form is the appearance of an even stronger warrior, suggesting that he may be more powerful than any previous character in Dragon Ball Heroes and calls him the ultimate warrior. In Dragon Ball Xenoverse, it is stated by Trunks of the Future that
when the legendary Super Saiyan Broly is infected by Demigra's Dark Magic, its power multiplies by several folds. In fact, it takes the combined power of Grand Monkey Bardock, the Warrior of the Future, and Vegeta (Coolness Saga) to defeat him. Promotional material for Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 states that Broly is the
fighter recognized by all for having the greatest power. [12] In Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2, the imperfect Supervillain Broly is apparently strong enough to interfere in the battle between Majin Vegeta and Goku (who were fighting in their Super Saiyan 2 forms). However, he is shown weaker than the 2nd Warrior of the Future
who was able to defeat him while Majin Vegeta fought with Goku and then Majin Buu. In his full supervillain form, Broly's power increased even more. It is stated by Elder Kai that even Ultimate Gohan will struggle to fight both Supervillain Broly and Super Buu. In despite his increased power, he still proves to be inferior to
the 2nd Warrior of the Future. In both it is strongly implied that Broly in his legendary super saiyan form (exempting Broly God) is weaker than Super Saiyan God, as special dialogue took place between Super Saiyan God Goku and Broly where this last question in a terrified tone what was the form, with Goku stating that
he went to a new world that Broly can never enter. In Dragon Ball Fusions, Great Ape Broly manages to get up after being defeated by Tekka's Team, but is easily blown up by Beerus, showing that his form of Monkey Broly, though powerful, is no match for the God of Universe Destruction 7. In World Mission, the
Legendary Super Saiyan Broly is shown to be stronger than Note (even though she has achieved God Class-up or Super God Class-up which grant him access to Super Saiyan God or Super Saiyan Blue, respectively, as his default form) as he is restless by his Ki Blast and is able to knock her out with a single Ki Blast of
his own. However, this causes Great Saiyan 3 to turn into Super Saiyan Beat which in its natural super saiyan form is stronger than the legendary Super Saiya Broly who turns into his legendary Super Saiyan 3 form to fight the Saiyan-Earther hybrid, but delivers Beat a punitive defeat while he plays with Broly for
apparently killing Note (as Beat assumes the explosion killed her). However, Broly refuses to lose and turns into his Super Saiyan 4 form which is stronger than Super Saiyan Beat. However, SSJ4 Goku &amp; SSJ4 Vegeta join the Super Saiyan Beat and, along with teamwork, are able to defeat SSJ4 Broly by
weakening him to the point super saiyan beat can kill him with a Ki Blast. Also, Super Saiyan Xeno Vegeks was confident he could defeat the legendary Super Saiyan Broly, but he disarms before they can fight, so it's unclear if he could as Broly could have used his highest ways against him as he had with Beat. In
addition, while Note was knocked out, she survived the legendary Super Saiyan Broly's Ki Blast regaining consciousness after Broly is killed. Forms of Abilities and Transformations Great Monkey Main Article: Great Monkey While Broly never turned into a Great Monkey in the series, he has a tail and, by extension, the
ability to turn into one when exposed to Blutz Waves from the moon or a Power Ball. Super Saiyan Top Articles: Super Saiyan, Super Saiyan Type A, and Super Saiyan Type C Broly Super Saiyan form regular, without the control device In various flashbacks in Broly - The Legendary Super Saiyan, Broly is shown using
his normal uncontrolled Super Saiyan form. Due to the lighting, the hair sometimes appeared pink or purple. Due to the crown of mental control forced by his father Paragus, Broly possesses a weakened state Super Saiyan. It was also strongly implied that this was the way in which Broly stood when he significantly
damaged Shamo and presumably the rest of the Southern Area while being adorned with the crown in on Command. During Broly's first psychotic outburst, where he pursues Goku, he transforms into a Super Saiyan, although his appearance in form differs as a result of his crown containment. In this super-saiyan form
controlled by the mind, Broly's muscles swell slightly, his hair takes on a neon blue tint with purple hue (completely purple if in a dark environment, like his first fight with Goku), and his skin pigment is dulled, moreover, he does not gain as much power as he would in his true Super Saiyan form - this form is called super
saiyan (a type). [13] Broly energizing while in his mind-controlled super saiyan form Although his power to be suppressed Broly is still exceptionally powerful, able to kick directly into his neck followed by a powerful burst of energy on Broly's back from Super Saiyan Second Series Vegeta, both of which have no effect. In
addition, during his fight with Goku, his power also gradually increased in this state in a more dramatic manner (though not to the same extent as his legendary super saiyan form), as being demonstrated when, before being hit in a lake, Goku kicked him strong enough to have Broly reel back, even later when Goku
managed to kick Broly in self-defense and later when he punched him in the face Broly was completely affected, except for a little bloody his mouth in the previous example. In Broly - The Legendary Super Saiyan, just before turning into the Legendary Super Saiyan, Broly becomes a green-haired Super Saiyan (type C).
In Broly - Second Coming, Broly Super Saiyan's regular Golden Hair transformation makes its full screen debut. This form is referred to as Super Saiyan (type C). [13] In addition, from what is shown from broly's regular Super Saiyan form, he is strong enough to take down Goten and Trunks as Super Saiyans without
much effort, as evidenced by the ease with which he knocks Goten and Trunks from their super saiyan forms at one point in battle. However, upon seeing Gohan transform into a Super Saiyan 2, he reacts with shock and promptly transforms into his legendary super Saiyan form, implying that his regular super saiyan form
was no match for Gohan's Super Saiyan 2 form. Legendary super saiyan main article: Legendary Super Saiyan Broly transformed as the Legendary Super Saiyan in Broly: The Legendary Super Saiyan Broly awakened this form as a result of Freeza destroying planet Vegeta. [14] Like the legendary Super Saiyan, Broly's
strength and speed extraordinarily stand out from that of any Super Saiyan shown earlier. Broly's height and muscle mass also increase in large numbers after transformation; the first reaching 9'0 (274cm) in height. His level of power also rises on several occasions encountered throughout the film, although whether this
is caused by form or whether it is simply Broly increasing his level of power is up to the debate. In addition, the iris and in his eyes disappear, and his hair changes to a light green color. In addition, although it has superficial similarities to the super saiyan form of the third grade, it also possessed tremendous speed, with
the Daizenshuu 6 even stating that his speed in this form was Ultra-First Class, which was demonstrated with his effortless dodge of quick attacks from a combined front of Goku and Piccolo at one point, as well as a clothesline maneuver he performed on Goku at the end of his battle. This form is alternatively called
super saiyan (type B)[13] or Super Saiyan (Final Form). This form is also one that is genetically unique to Broly (and his bio-broly clone) due to being a power given to birth. Since the level of power in this form is so vast, Broly has been shown to take extremely powerful attacks without as much faltering as a
Kamehameha at Goku's close range. Broly shows his strength in this form by destroying planet Shamo with a single sphere of energy. The effectiveness of the form is shown in full force as he fights with two Super Saiyan Full Powers, two Super Saiyan Second Grades, and a Super Namekian, all at the same time, while
remaining in control of the entire fight, with his opponents being unable to hurt him at the very least. It was only when Goku uses gohan's channeled ki, Piccolo, Future Trunks and Vegeta that Broly is first defeated in this form. The legendary Super Saiyan Broly uses all his power, making his hair completely golden by
turning to his super saiyan power maximum in this state Broly's hair changes from a green color to the golden glow of an ordinary Super Saiyan. He uses this fully powered enhancement at the end of his battle with Goku in Broly - The Legendary Super Saiyan and throughout his appearance as a Legendary Super
Saiyan in Broly - The Second Coming. When he reappears on Earth during Broly - Second Coming, where Gohan can hardly hold on against the legendary Super Saiyan. In his super Saiyan transformation 2, Gohan is able to inflict some damage on Broly, but not enough to change the battle in his favor. During the
battle, Broly is also able to survive the lava as a Legendary Super Saiyan using a shield, as shown when he emerges from a lava pool shortly after Gohan fools him into being caught in it in a last ditch effort to defeat him. God Broly Main Article: God Broly God Broly In Dragon Ball Z: Super Tenkaichi Budokai, Broly
appears as God Broly and with his new divine form faces Super Saiyan Blue Goku, but is finally defeated by God Fusion Goku. Legendary Super Saiyan 2 Main Article: Legendary Super Saiyan 2 Super Saiyan 2 Broly card Broly is able to use a final version of the Form Super Saiyan 2 in Dragon Ball Kai: Miracle Battle
Card, which is shown as its own version in the standard way. The appearance of the shape looks like a Legendary Legend Saiyan, except your hair gets a little sharper. Legendary Super Saiyan 3 Main Article: Legendary Super Saiyan 3 Legendary Super Saiyan 3 Card Broly for Dragon Ball Heroes Broly achieves the
legendary Super Saiyan 3 form in raging blast series, Dragon Ball Z: Dragon Battlers and Dragon Ball Heroes. The look in this way is very similar to Broly's legendary super saiyan form. He has large muscle mass, eyes that lack pupils and a greenish hair color (dark green in Raging Blast 2). Broly's form is referred to as
Legendary Super Saiyan 3 in one of the first raging blast trailers, in which Goku exclaims Densetsu Supa Saiya-jin Suri! (which translates to Legendary Super Saiyan 3!). However, he is simply referred to as Super Saiyan 3 Broly within the game and future appearances until the release of Dragon Ball Fusions (which
explicitly refers to him as Legendary Super Saiyan 3). In the Raging Blast series, Broly as a Super Saiyan 3 is a separate character from Broly with his cinematic transformations. He makes his debut using this form in the eighth mission of the original series (before the GM series). Great Monkey Broly Main Article: Big



Monkey Broly Big Monkey Broly Broly uses this form in Dragon Ball Heroes and Dragon Ball Fusions. Unlike usual, Broly's skin is green instead of gold, he also owns his legendary Super Saiyan hair. In this form, he is referred to as Great Monkey Broly (のいéso, Ōzaru Burorī) on the cards and in the game. Broly makes
his debut in this form in the seventh mission of the Jaaku Mission series (JM7), but then he becomes a playable character in the eighth mission (JM8). Super Saiyan 4 Main Article: Super Saiyan 4 Legendary Super Saiyan 4 Broly Broly is able to transform into the Super Saiyan 4 transformation into Dragon Ball Heroes,
he debuts in this form in the seventh mission of the Jaaku Mission series (JM7). As shown in the JM7 trailer, Broly gets this form with the help of Black Smoke Shenron. Broly uses this form for almost his entire appearance in Mission Victory in order to defeat the dragon ball hero team and also kills several of the Shadow
Dragons. In Dragon Ball Heroes: Victory Mission, Super Saiyan 4 Broly's appearance is always accompanied by a storm of lightning and rain. Super Saiyan 4 Full Power Main article: Super Saiyan 4 Full Power Broly as a Super Saiyan 4 Full Power Broly reappears as a Super Saiyan 4 Full Power during the Assault in
the Hell's Gate Saga. After leaving Hell, he apparently kills the Timebreaker leaders, then immediately fights the heroes, but is defeated once again. The scar on his chest is the result of his childhood injury and in this state his veins are much more prominent, which represents how he is stronger and angrier than before.
Super Saiyan 4 Full Power Broly makes his debut at Mission of the God Mission series (GDM5) as enemy enemy your card appears as a secret card in GDM6. Destruction King Main article: Destruction King Super Saiyan 3 Destruction King Broly card for Dragon Ball Heroes Destruction King Broly (のののののののののの
のののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののののの, Hakaiō Burorī) as a Super Saiyan 3 is a playable character in Dragon Ball Heroes, making his debut in the fifth mission of the Jaaku Mission series (JM5). Destruction King Broly as a
Legendary Super Saiyan debuts in the seventh mission of the Jaaku Mission series (JM7), although he is not a playable character so far. Villain Mode Main Article: Broly Villain Mode transformed by the black magic of Demigra Broly is fully taken control and powered by Demigra in a Parallel Mission mission. The Villain
Mode state also appears as an unlockable playable form in Dragon Ball Xenoverse. Supervillain Main article: Supervillain Broly transformed by the dark magic Time Breaker In Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2, thanks to Towa, Broly gains the ability to scrape life and go through the transformation of the Supervillain. He can also
access the imperfect version of the supervillain state (which doesn't have the skin tone changes and the bright Time Breaker symbol) in the story mission Out of My Way! - Battle of Life or Death and Parallel Quest 47: Daddy! Don't die! He later transforms into his full supervillain form when he is sent to interfere in the
battle between Ultimate Gohan and Super Buu, and it is said that this form and his recent Saiyan Power (as is by Chronoa and Elder Kai his survival his previous defeat caused his power to increase) increases both the power of Broly, that the combined power of Supervillain Broly and Super Buu would be too much even
for the Ultimate Gohan to deal with his Own. Bio-Broly Main Article: Bio-Broly Broly can also transform into Bio-Broly (in its syrup form) in the Dragon Ball Super Card Game. Dark Broly Main Articles: Dark Dragon Ball and Dark Broly In the Dragon Ball Super Card Game, Broly can transform into Dark Broly by merging
with the Seven Star Dark Dragon Ball. Broku Mergers The merger of Goku and Broly. The fusion first appeared as fusion frenzy card in the Dragon Ball Z Collectible Card Game, however, the card itself does not depict the merged character, instead showing the two characters fuses next to each other. Karoly's main
article: Karoly Karoly in Dragon Ball Fusions The EX-Fusion of Broly and Goku. This fusion debuts in Dragon Ball: Fusions and also appears in Dragon Ball Z: Dokkan Battle. Karoly Black Main Article: Karoly Black The EX-Fusion of Broly and Goku Black in Dragon Ball Fusions. Broly's Ring Main Article Equipment:
Broly's Ring A device used by Paragus to mentally control Broly. Paragus wore the ring on his right hand, while Broly wore the associated crown on his forehead. It was destroyed by Broly when he turned into his Super Saiyan form during his confrontation with Goku. Attack Ball Attack article: Attack Ball A unique seat
space capsule for interstellar travel. Broly used it to escape the dying New Planet Vegeta, and broke down the door as he left. Maloja later found this damaged capsule and took some of Broly's dried blood over it. Appearances on other media Super Battle Stage Broly and his father are the main antagonists in the 2010
live-action battle show Dragon Ball Kai: Super Battle Stage, which is loosely based on the 1993 film Broly - The Legendary Super Saiyan. His role is largely similar, although the crown is not only not destroyed, but also ended up being Broly's weakness, which was later exploited by Bulma to defeat him. Video Game
Appearances Broly is the character of the film that appears in the largest number of video games, 34 in total. He made his first playable appearance in Super Butōden 2 (a cheat code is required to access it in Japanese dubbing). In Story Mode, he appears to kill Bojack if the Z Fighters do not defeat him, and attack the Z
Fighters under certain conditions. In Shin Budokai - Another Road, Future Broly is an antagonist in which the Z Fighters go to help the Future Trunks in their fight with Majin Buu. In Raging Blast, Broly has a Super Saiyan 3 transformation that is part of a scenario of and if in story mode. This exclusive Super Saiyan 3
video game was first unveiled on the August 19, 2009, in V-Jump edition, and was also shown in the new trailer released on the same date. In Raging Blast 2, the player can unlock an image of Super Saiyan 3 Broly, which appears to have been taken from the series/movie. In FighterZ, he appears as a DLC character
through the Broly Pack DLC, which unlocks Broly and various colors. Reception Since its debut, Broly has been very well received by fans of the franchise, both in Japan and abroad. Because of this popularity, he was notable as being one of only two exclusive movie characters to appear consistently in several video
games, being the only other Bardock, as well as one of only two movie villains to win more than one film appearance as the main antagonist, the only other being Cooler, in addition to having more appearances among the film's villains (having three in all Z film programming). In addition, Broly's popularity resulted in the
creation of the Character Kale for the Super Dragon Ball Universe Survival Saga, as well as being included in the main storyline in a revamped manner. Japanese Dubbing: Bin Shimada (older), Hiroko Emori (baby) English: German Dube: Gerrit Schmidt-Foß Spanish: Italian Dubs: Mario Bombardieri (original and dbs
Broly), Ludovica Marineo (baby in most original scenes) Luca Sandri (2003 redub), Federica Valenti (baby in most scenes 2003 redub) Portuguese: Portuguese: Rita Almeida (baby, baby, 8th film), Dado Monteiro (8th film), Romero (10th and 11th films) films) (Portugal) dub: Ricardo Spínola (8th movie), Paulo Espírito
Santo (10th and 11th movies) Greek dub: Tzimis Apergis (Movie 8), Sotiris Laskaris (Movie 10) Hebrew dub: Shai Zornitzer Hindi dub: Rajesh Kava Thai dub: Ittipol Mamekeed (8th movie), Kaiwan Wattanakrai (10th and 11th movie) Battles Films Broly (Base/A-type Super Saiyan) vs. Goku Broly (Legendary Super
Saiyan) vs. Goku (Super Saiyan), Gohan (Super Saiyan), and Future Trunks (Super Saiyan Second Grade) Broly (Legendary Super Saiyan) vs. Goku (Super Saiyan), Piccolo, Gohan (Super Saiyan), Future Trunks (Super Saiyan Second Grade), and Vegeta (Super Saiyan Second Grade) Broly (Legendary Super Saiyan)
vs. Goku (Super Saiyan) Broly (C-type Super Saiyan) vs. Videl Broly (C-type Super Saiyan) vs. Goten (Base/Super Saiyan) and Trunks (Base/Super Saiyan) Broly (C-type Super Saiyan) vs. Trunks (Base/Super Saiyan) Broly (C-type Super Saiyan/Legendary Super Saiyan) vs. Gohan (Base/Super Saiyan 2) Broly (C-
type Super Saiyan/Legendary Super Saiyan) vs. Gohan (Base/Super Saiyan 2) and Krillin Broly ( Legendary Super Saiyan) vs. Gohan (Base/Super Saiyan), Goten (Base/Super Saiyan), Goku (Base/Super Saiyan) and Trunks Victory Mission 4-D attractions Broly (Broly God) vs. Goku (Base/Super Saiyan Blue), Vegeta,
Krillin and Piccolo Broly (Broly God) vs. Vegeta (Super Saiyan Blue) Broly (Broly God) vs. Goku (Super Saiyan Blue) Broly (Broly God) vs. God Fusion Goku (Super Saiyan Blue) List of characters killed by Broly Films Paragus - Broly kills Paragus by crushing his space pod with his arms. Games Future Trunks - Future
Trunks from the Android Saga was killed by Broly during the Time Tournament, sending him back to his proper time with no memories of the tournament. Trivia Broly's name is a pun on vegetable broccoli, which is even referenced in Broly - The Legendary Super Saiyan when a drunken Roshi Master calls him Broccoli.
The other world fighter who resembles Broly In the Other World Saga, a colorful broly alternative participates in the crowd at the OtherWorld Tournament. In the Brazilian Portuguese voice, Mestre Roshi mentions Broly during the Universe Survival Saga. [16] However, the continuity wise master Roshi mentions Broly
during the Universe Survival Saga is a plot inconsistency as Dragon Ball Z: Broly - The Legendary Super Saiyan does not share the same continuity as Dragon Ball Super as it has its own canon version of Broly introduced in the Broly Saga and its film adaptation Dragon Ball Super: Broly that takes place after the
Universe Survival Saga (Master Roshi also did not find Broly's Incarnation DBlyDbS). In Dragon Ball Z: Attack of the Saiyans, it is shown that Broly is of a separate dimension to the main one. Just before he turns, one can see Broly's cheeks tremble and then simply tear. The same for eye and chest. It seems that instead
of simply zooming in it transforms, the legendary super saiyan form explodes from your body. This may explain why your skin tone becomes incredibly pale and gray-dyed. Although it was mentioned in Bio-Broly's conclusion that he is a resident of Hell, Broly does not make an appearance in Dragon Ball Z: Fusion Reborn
or dragon ball GT's Super 17 Saga, when the residents of Hell make their escape to Earth. He, however, escapes from hell a few times in Dragon Ball Z: Shin Budokai. Broly and Cooler are the only villains in the movies to appear in more than one Dragon Ball Z movie as the main villain. Because of Broly's role in Dragon
Ball Super: Broly (though revised from the original film), Broly is technically one of the few movie villains to enter the main timeline, the only others being Garlic Jr. (through his appearance in the Garlic Saga Jr. in Dragon Ball Z) and Cooler (due to his participation in dragon ball GT's Super 17 Saga and Prison Planet
Saga). According to Akira Toriyama about the film, his role in the film was suggested by its editors largely due to Broly's immense popularity among fans of the franchise. In addition to flashbacks from his childhood, Broly is not seen with a tail, despite akira toriyama's character design sheets showing him as an adult with
him. However, as most adult saiyans wrap their tails in belt shape, Broly may have done so and is covered by his belt. In Dragon Ball Xenoverse's Legendary Super Saiyan Saga, Bardock destroyed Vegeta's Power Ball after transforming himself with her to prevent Broly from doing the same, a feat he performs in Dragon
Ball Heroes, showing that Broly actually kept his tail. The Mature Bio-Broly, before being deformed, sported a tail, providing an insight into how a fully developed Broly looks like its tail. In Xenoverse, Broly appears in the city of Toki Toki for a mission that the Warrior of the Future can participate in. If the Warrior is a Majin,
he will comment on how beautiful they look. Interestingly, in Xenoverse 2, Beerus is shown to be aware of who Broly is if the Warrior of the Future talks to Beerus in Conton City while training under Broly. Beerus will state that he is surprised that Broly would be willing to train anyone given his personality. Strangely,
although Broly's hatred for Goku was immense enough that, at least in the time of Second Coming, he mistook Goten for Goku only of a similar physical appearance, he does not seem to confuse Turles with Goku in Xenoverse 2. However, it is implied that Broly mistook Goten for his father due to his similar smell, crying
and appearance combined with Broly's fragile mental state, as he observes similarities in the scents of Goku's close relatives, such as his eldest son, father and brother in Xenoverso 2. He confuses the Masked Saiyan with Goku presumably due to its similar appearance, perfume, and the mask that obscures Bardock's
healed face. It also recognizes GT GT although it is reduced to a child. Broly even says that Kakarot won't escape him by shrinking and hiding from him, which GT Goku claims sounds very hilarious to him. Broly is similar to the antagonist of the previous Movie Android 13, both have a hatred for Goku and seek to
eliminate him above all others, both turn into a huge muscle shape without pupil that proves almost impossible for the other Z Fighters to put a dent until goku is supplied with energy and defeat them with a punch. Broly is mentioned in the description of Kale's work, noting that it looks like that legendary Saiyan. [1]
Similarly, Broly's popularity was the reason it was created. Xenoverse 2's Extra Pack 3, tabbed DLC has its similarities in New Parallel Quest: Catch Kefla If You Can as Kale's Potara fusion Kefla notes that there's something familiar about it when she finds it. Broly wearing a crown that forces him to suppress his unheard
of power during the first film was similar to Sun Wukong, who when imprisoned wore a crown that causes him agony whenever Tripitaka sings the mantra of obedience. Ironically, his sworn enemy Goku also shares the same origins as the character. In some versions of the re-released release of his first appearance,
Broly's voice increased in pitch. However, for some unknown reason, his voice remained blunt in the remastered version of his second appearance. Broly is five years younger than his super-super-super Dragon Ball super as Broly (DBS) was born at Age 732, while Broly (DBZ) was born at Age 737. Main article of the
Gallery: Broly/Gallery See also References ↑ 1.0 1.1 LSS Kale. twimg. ↑ 2.0 2.1 Broly height. Imgur. ↑ 3.0 3.1 Daizenshuu 7, 1996 ↑ 4.0 4.1 4.2 Dragon Ball Z: Shin Budokai, 2006 ^ Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2, 2016 ↑ 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 Daizenshuu 6, 1995 ^ Movie Dragon Ball History, official website of the TOEI Movie DVD
()[映 1] for the films Dragon Ball/Dragon Ball Z ^ Archive:Janemba vs Hirgaruden.jpg Dragon Box ^ Dragon Box The Movies. kanzenshuu (April 14, 2006). ^ Noppo no Zakkan, Koyama's thoughts on the Battle of the Gods. kanzenshuu (April 9, 2013). ↑ Dragonball Z Broly Second Coming Trailer. youtube (December 1,
2009). ↑ Hideous Mode Xeno 2 scan. ↑ 13.0 13.1 13.2 Supplementary Daizenshuu: Super Saiyan Genealogy ↑ Dragon Ball Z: Shin Budokai - Another Road, 2007 ↑ Broly's Height Increase. Imgur. ^ ToP Roshi mention of broly community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Noted.
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